Bilr

Making Billing Easy
Leveraging process automation, AI, machine
learning and powerful data analytics to
deliver revenue protection and profit
margins to Law Firms.

lsg.com

+1 877 566 9574 or info@lsg.com

LSG’s Bilr Law Firm Services [LFS] is a cloud-based legal billing application with speech-to-text and mobile-ready
features, designed to create demonstrable financial value for law firms.
Bilr provides a streamlined user experience for attorneys, billing clerks, CFO’s and managing partners through
web and mobile functionality, in-app automatic claims management and 24/7 supportive services.

Has time recording been your dreaded month-end chore?
Time to turn time recording into a revenue opportunity!
Bilr lets lawyers submit invoices on the go by just talking into their mobile or web friendly devices, saving hours of
time. Invoices will also be preemptively run through a proprietary and proven pre-validation claims management
solution, ensuring average revenue increases of 6-11% via time recording and billing accuracy improvements. This
solution has already delivered revenue increases to firms for well over a decade.
With saved time and increased revenues, time recording will become a means to increase profits.

How Bilr Works?
Bilr’s AI-powered technology gains a thorough
understanding of your business based on
information gathered from past performance
records, current activities to provide flawless
future projections and efficient organisation
that
is
compliant
with
regulatory
requirements.
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Key Features
Profit-Enhancing Invoice “Cleaning”

Artificial Intelligence

Mobile Application

Machine Learning

Enterprise-Grade Security

Automatic Billing Codes

Voice Assistant

Quick Invoice Creation

User Friendly Time Recording

Custom Configuration

Dashboard Overview

LEDES Certified

Medium- to large law firms are switching to cloud-based
billing and pre-submission case management solutions.
As a cloud-based solution, Bilr is device-agnostic, mobile-friendly, secure, and requires minimal IT support.
Delivered in native IoS and Android, Bilr is also supported by a back-end blockchain database and fully
complementary desktop version, to cater to users from law firms to general third-party vendors.
Simplify running your firm with LSG’s leading cloud-based software for legal practice management.

Bilr Competition Overview

LSG.COM
To request a demo or learn more about Bilr, please contact us at
info@lsg.com or give us a call at +1 877 566 9574

